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                          2014  Grand Nashional 
 

 
 

 

The sole Nash 

Healey travelling 

to  Hueston Woods,  

Ohio for this years 

Grand Nashional 

was this beautiful 

1953 Roadster 

owned by Gene 

Mostellar of PA.  

From all reports it 

was a great meet 

and we are sorry to 

have missed it.  

Columbia River Concours de Elegance 

 

 

 

Another prize for Bob Segui with his lovely 1953 Le Mans in Vancouver, WA 

Good Work, Bob 

 

Nash Healey 



 

  

There have been numerous bumper questions as of late. I thought I should include this previous item 

written by Paul Supan. 
NASH HEALEY BUMPERS 

FARINA  

 

Original Nash Healey bumpers are not readily available, but fairly straight - forward to replicate.  Part of the 

Nash advertising and production plan was to use as many regular Nash production parts as possible, then show 

room visitors could be told that the regular production cars shared a “lineage” with the Nash Healey.  Also, 

anything out of regular Nash Stock would lower production costs.  This is very evident with the Farina Healey 

bumpers – they are modified 52 to 54 Statesman and Ambassador bumpers and guards.  Since the fabrication is 

mostly “cut and fit”, I’ll just attempt to offer a few tips and maybe enough information to get the project started 

in the right direction. 

To get started, one front and one rear 52 to 54 bumper is required along with two pairs of guards – guards are not 

symmetrical – the left front (before modification) matches the right rear and vice versa.   

The front guards are shortened about 3” and welded back together – their placement is directly in front of the 

headlights, and if un-cut, will cover about half the light.  Except for some light “scribe and fit” work to the 

bumper mating surface that I will address later, this is about it for the guards  There are some cars that have a 

plate added to the top, rear of the short guards that the owners state are original, so it would seem that on this 

issue there is room for “individual choice”. 

The bumpers them selves are both shortened just outboard of the mounting bolt holes, but the welds are kept 

behind the bumper guards. – the center sections stay in tact.  Since the guards will span the welds, this is what 

might necessitate the “scribe and fit” to the rear edge of the guards.  When the bumpers are “fit” and tack welded 

back together, some decisions will need to be made as to orientation.    

Rear Bumpers: 

The very early cars had nearly “plumb” rear bumper guards, and the wrap around side extensions are about 

parallel to the road.  Cars pictured in the Healey service manual and also early promotional pictures that appear 

on ebay depict this.  However, at some point, the rear bumper guards started to parallel the rear panel below the 

trunk, and this brought the wrap around side area slightly out of level, but more parallel to the bottom body 

panel.  My advice would be to study older pictures carefully (pictures taken before 1970) and make your choice, 

it will affect how the wrap around side pieces are finished.  Let the old pictures be your guide when shortening 

the side pieces, but leave enough material to turn the very end back in toward the body, and this edge is 

“scribed” to parallel the rear fender.  Finally, any bumper bolt holes are welded shut, and tabs are attached inside 

the bumper for the outboard mount stabilization.  When looking straight down, the rear edge of the aluminum 

filler plate should not be visible – bumper to body clearance should be around ½” or less. 

Front bumpers seem to maintain “plumb” guards throughout production.  A lot more “fitting” is necessary 

around the rounded front fenders.  When this is accomplished, again looking straight down, no gaps should be 

visible between the bumper and the front pan.  The rear edge of the bumper should parallel the panel under the 

grill, so usually a small piece is welded to the top rear edge of the bumper to give this look starting at the fender 

area – it is about 12” long and tapers from about 1” to nothing.  The ends are finished the same as the rear, and 

again, no bumper bolts are used.  The front valence attaches to the bottom of the front bumper – it was originally 

fabricated with just a series of small ‘breaks” to form the ‘cove” and a 90 degree flange at the top.  A metal 

shrinker and stretcher are then used on the flanged edge to conform the valence to the bumper. 

My father and I fabricated both bumpers on my car in 1969 – this was pre-internet and we had never seen 

another Nash Healey.  The front bumper was missing and the rear bumper was badly damaged, so our main 

point of reference was the Nash Healey Service Manual.  We missed the details of not having bumper bolts that 

show and also the filler piece on the top of the front bumper, but the fit was so close that this missing detail is 

barely visible.  This also explains why our rear bumper orientation is very much like the early cars pictured in 

the Service Manual. 

 

Paul Supan 

Healey 2413 

Body 12453 

 



 

 

  

Healey Spotting 

 

                                                                         

 

                                                               

Only in Oregon    This lovely backyard shot taken one Sunday 

afternoon. Cars shown belong to Bob Segui, Gloria MacDonald and The 

Reddings   Photo sent by Bob Segui 

 

This photo sent to us from one of our 

Austin Healey friends 

 

It  was taken in Freyming-Merlebach, 

in Lorraine, France. We do not 

know who the owner is, but would 

certainly like to.  

 

Yet another spotting of the 

now famous Car # 1.  

This one taken at the 

Concours d"Elegence at the 

Inn at St. John's in Plymouth, 

Michigan. 
 

Photo sent by Al Ruckey 



  

           

A Very Interesting Nash Healey 

 

We have all seen this image many times  

of Battista Farina and George Mason 

examining a lovely 1952 Nash Healey. 

 I recently came across an article that 

identifies this roadster as  a very 

unusual Nash Healey. Apparently, this 

is an early pre-production model or an 

engineering prototype.  

Differences to be noted are unusual 

looking blisters on either side of the 

scoop, and a smaller extra scoop resting 

on top of the scoop. The bumper on this 

particular roadster is different and  the 

fenders are unique.  

The details that make each of these cars 

unique never cease to amaze me. 

 

 

 

 



  

Nash Healey Gallery 

 

 

 

The Nash Healey Registry 

welcomes our newest 

member, Peter Laube from 

Germany with this lovely 

1952 Roadster 

 

 

 

We also welcome Alan 

Schachman of Boyton 

Beach, Florida with his 

1952 Roadster 

 

 

 

 

The Summer of 2014 is now behind us. I hope everyone had a great summer 

and enjoyed driving and showing their Nash Healeys.  

The Nash Healey Registry has recently added its 163rd car. The collector car 

market continues to explode and Nash Healeys that have not been seen for 

many years are surfacing as a result.  Every one that is registered and 

recorded is another piece in the puzzle. We are now up to a total of 389 that 

are potentially still around.  This translates to an amazing  survival rate of 

over 75%.  

We value all leads and make every attempt to contact each owner.Thanks to 

all who contributed to the newsletter. We seriously appreciate your input. 

Registry Update 



 

Items for sale 
Nash Healey Deck Lid Script 

 
Dennis Collins, Wylie, TX. Phone number 972.442.6189.  This 
script looks like the original. The attaching studs are in the same 

original location.  The thickness of the lettering is as original as is 

the size and font of the lettering.  Their price is $150.00 for the two 
pieces plus shipping  

                 

The Nash Healey Newsletter 
 

is produced quarterly and distributed free of charge to Registered owners. 

If you are not registered please contact me in order continue receiving 

your copy. There are no fees associated with The Registry and strict 

privacy levels are maintained. I have not included a registration form, but 
please contact me to receive one or if you know of someone who is not 

registered that I should contact. Please contribute to the Newsletter by 

sending me your photos and stories. We appreciate all contributions and 
suggestions. 

Contact Information 

Judy Brookes 
PO Box 6452 

Hinton, Alberta  Canada T7V 1X7 

Telephone 780-865-7066 
Or email nashhealeyregistry@gmail.com 

 

 Items for sale 
  

Nash Healey Torque Tube Drive Stabilizer 
Trunnion. Restore safe driving.  Prevent 

sloppy steering, wandering and certain drive 
line noises. A bad one causes the rear 
wheels to steer the car due to torque tube 
flex at the transmission. Exact factory 
replacement for all 51-54. Carry a spare. 
Nash never made them. $219 Heavy Duty, 
lifetime warranty. Order by email from Bob 
Walker ambo49@gmail.com or call 714 991 
6260. See full description on our website 
www.NashRamblerRubber.com 

 

 

 

Check this out   
Reproduction Nash Healey Parts. They add 

items to their website regularly. Also if you are 

looking for something not on the website email 

Patrick McGrady  leonardmcgrady@gmail.com 

 

   
          www.CranberryRunConstruction.com 
 

Items for sale 
 

Curved front windshields  $695.00  
Curved rear windscreens  1953 Coupes 
$695.00 
Rear windscreen weatherstrip $450.00 
Extended front suspension caster 
adjusters $395.00 
Billet steel front spring seats for one 
car $695.00 
Heavy duty front stabilizer bar $495.00 
Rear motor mounts re-cast in urethane 
(each exchange)   $95.00   
 
All are in stock at this time except the 
heavy duty front stabilizer bars and they 
are on order. 
 

Contact Jim Walton nshjw@yahoo.com  

Also Available 

Oversize king pins (.005or.010)  $200 set 
denmca@comcast.net 
510-794-0968 

 

 

 
Nash Healey  
Resources 

 
The Nash Healey world has certainly changed 

over the past few years. If you are looking for 

information and connection to other owners 

check out the following websites. 

 
 

1. The Nash Healey Discussion Group    

nashhealey@yahoogroups.com  

2. Larry Varleys site   

www.acmefluid.com.au   

3.  Phil Auldridges Nash Healey Owners 

site   www.NashHealeyOwners.com 
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